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Exercise-Related Redefinitions REPP is adopting new terms for classifying performance. In a meeting at the 2015 NREP Conference, the REPP Regional and HQ leadership decided to revise and update the language and definitions for evaluated observations and issues during REPP exercises, as follows: 



Demonstrated Strength: An observed action, behavior, procedures, and/or practice that is worthy of special notice and recognition.







Level 1 Finding: An observed or identified inadequacy of organizational performance in an exercise that could cause a determination that offsite emergency preparedness is not adequate to provide reasonable assurance that appropriate protective measures can be taken in the event of a radiological emergency to protect the health and safety of the public living in the vicinity of an NPP.







Level 2 Finding: An observed or identified inadequacy of organizational performance in an exercise that is not considered, by itself, to adversely impact public health and safety.







Plan Issue: An observed or identified inadequacy in the ORO’s emergency plan/procedures, rather than in the ORO’s performance.



All findings and/or plan issues will be addressed in the improvement plan (IP). The new classifications will serve to better align REPP’s exercise program with the HSEEP, while retaining REPP’s high performance standards. Level 1 Findings will have the same requirements as the current deficiency, while Level 2 Findings and Plan Issues will be afforded additional avenues for resolution. A key feature also includes the practice that many Regions have of identifying demonstrated strengths. The new classifications will be incorporated in the January 2016 revision of the REPP Manual and IT tools are currently under development to support the transition to the new classification system. The Exercise Enhancement workgroups consisting of Headquarters and Regional Staff will also continue in place to identify issues and solutions and support this transition. According to the Division Director’s memorandum of May 15, the new policy is effective immediately.



Allen Lynch, Medal of Honor Recipient, Addresses Outreach IPT On April 1, MOH Recipient Allen Lynch addressed the REP Program Outreach IPT in Chicago. What follows are the introductory remarks of Steve Horwitz, Co-Chair of the IPT. “A little context before we hear from Allen Lynch, our special guest this morning. “Nine years ago, Allen addressed the CSEPP Annual Workshop when it met here in Chicago. His message of living up to one’s responsibilities . . . of not caving to life’s adversities . . . of heroism as a sustained, lifelong practice, inspired many. “Now, once again, another FEMA audience pauses from its work to contemplate the unique perspective of a uniquely authentic individual. Continued on p. 2.



Continued from p. 1. “Allen is a native of Chicago. He served his country as a soldier in Vietnam. His actions there in 1967 led to his being awarded the Medal of Honor. “I believe you all have the citation. The acts described, selfless and timeless as they are, transcend—far transcend—the norms of duty. “Allen has often said that what he did was ‘the easy part.’ What came later was the bigger challenge. We’ll leave it to him to relate the rest of the story, and how it relates to us. “Please welcome Allen J. Lynch, recipient of the Medal of Honor.”



conducted in January and, most recently, the Radiological Accident Assessment Course during March 2015. Both courses were held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Ms. Ji Wiley, Environmental Scientist, Radiological Emergency Planning and Response expressed gratitude in an e-mail received on April 10, 2015. “You don't even know how much I appreciated that you set up this training for us. Training was beneficial: We had State, Federal, utility participants who benefited from this training.” Our REP Program IPT Outreach efforts are blossoming and appreciated as stated by Ms. Wiley. This was a team effort with support from Larry J Broockerd, Tim Harris, Nan Calhoun, and Tim Pflieger.



Welcome Emily M. Miller



Allen Lynch (center) and IPT Members



Region VI Training by Elsa Lopez Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality (LDEQ) hosted two REP Program training courses during the first quarter of 2015. LDEQ’s objective was to conduct the training prior to the Louisiana HAB Exercises in June and October 2015. After many “Outreach” conversations and e-mails between LDEQ, Region VI, and the Course Managers, the training was scheduled. The REP Program Core Concepts and Plan Review Courses were



Emily joined the Region I staff in September 2014 as our REP Program Assistant. She graduated from the American Military University with a B.A. in Emergency and Disaster Management and is a Candidate for a M.P.S. in Security and Safety Leadership from The George Washington University’s College of Professional Studies. (She will be graduating in December 2015.) Prior to joining the REP Program team, Emily worked for the City of Worcester (editing emergency plans) and for the U.S. Department of State’s Diplomatic Security Service, where she served as an Investigative Intern. Emily also interned with FEMA Region I’s Emergency Communications and National Preparedness Divisions last year. Emily completed her Evaluator Training Course and is currently going through the credentialing process to become Region I’s newest evaluator.



Preparedness Initiatives in Crude-by-Rail Transport By John Woytak, Technological Hazards Branch, Hazmat Program FEMA Region IX Domestic rail shipments of crude oil grew from 9,500 train car loads in 2008 to 435,560 loads in 2013—an increase of nearly 4,500 percent. The growth in shipment volume has increased the threat of spills, explosions, and other effects associated with a train derailment or crash. Recent incidents in Lac Mégantic, Quebec, Lynchburg, Virginia, Mount Carbon, West Virginia, and Galena, Illinois, demonstrate the consequences of crude by rail incidents on surrounding communities and natural environments. The EPA, FEMA, and DOT (together, the interagency team) held discussions with States to collect information on existing preparedness for responding to and mitigating the impacts of crude by rail incidents. State participants included directors and deputies from State emergency management and homeland security agencies, environmental agencies, transportation agencies, State fusion centers, and local police and fire departments. Key observations from the interagency team’s discussions focused on planning, training, exercises, and the May 2014 DOT Emergency Order that required railroad carriers, which transport in a single train within the U.S. 1,000,000 gallons of petroleum crude oil from the Bakken shale formation in the Williston Basin to reach out to the jurisdictions. 2



REP Program Region III Surry Power Station, Surry, Virginia—Hostile Action Based Exercise, w/o February 9, 2015. Maryland Emergency Management Agency requested REP Core Concepts Course (L339) and REP Evaluator Course (L304) w/o February 23, 2015, involving FEMA Region III and FEMA HQ instructors. FEMA Region III is in the process of developing a Site Specialist Handbook (SSH). The intent is twofold: 1. To get a new Tech Hazard Specialist a guide for planning, conducting, and reporting an exercise. 2. To try and get consistency in the way exercises are planned, conducted, and reported in Region III. This document when completed will be shared with all Regions (obviously, each Region may need to make revisions to reflect changes in methodologies). The SSH is based on a significantly expanded version of the milestones currently contained in the REP Manual. The expanded version attempts to capture ALL the activities needed in planning, conducting, and reporting an exercise, regardless if plume, HAB, minimal/no release, or Ingestion Pathway. Each milestone is then further defined in an attached Standard Operating Guide (SOG) with detailed explanations and examples of documents needed. This approach was taken if one method/ milestone was changed, only the appropriate SOG would need modification. (Example: An Exercise Evaluation Tool moving to a new system.) This handbook is a project of the Region III Commonality Team and is expected to



be completed by fall 2015. As stated above, it will have sections on all types of evaluated exercises. For further information or details, please contact Martin Vyenielo, Mike Shuler, or Joseph Suders.



Outreach Integrated Process Team (IPT) Encourages Collaboration across the Nation The THD REP Program Outreach IPT was established in late 2014 as a platform to increase collaboration between the Regions and Headquarters regarding REP Program outreach strategies. Modeled after the CSEPP Outreach IPT, the team serves as an advisory group to Headquarters REP Program leadership and RAC Chairs, providing senior management with options and recommendations for enhancing stakeholder outreach and public information methodologies. The IPT is comprised of members from all of the FEMA Regions as well as Headquarters. Current working groups are focusing on the following strategic areas: PIO/JIC-JIS Enhancement; Stakeholder Engagement; Internal Communications; the REP Program Web Page; and Professional Development. The Outreach IPT met at FEMA Region V in Chicago on March 31 and April 1. Topics included outreach strategy discussions with Region V External Affairs and NRC Region III Regional Government Liaisons, professional development and training opportunities for THD personnel, and updates on timely issues such as IPAWS and social media trends in emergency management. The next Outreach IPT meeting is tentatively scheduled to be hosted by FEMA Region III in late summer.



New Exercise and Evaluation Software on the Way The FEMA REP Program Online Operations Center & Exercise Evaluation Tool (OOC & EET) is undergoing a renovation. The new Unisysdeveloped Technological Hazards Exercise & Evaluation Tool (THEPET) software is intended to combine the functions of OOC & EET into one software package and will be rolled out over the next few months. Testing began in April and will continue until THEPET Release 1.0, scheduled for June 5, 2015. The legacy OOT and EET are scheduled to go offline on September 1, 2015, and begin the decommissioning process on October 1, 2015, which will conclude by December 5, 2015. More information will be provided.



Training Updates On April 7, 2015, Region V hosted the REP Core Concepts course for IMAT staff. Participants found the course to be useful in gaining a deeper understanding of the REP Program, including what an emergency response could entail in a radiological accident. On May 11, 2015, Region V hosted an ArcGIS L190 specifically for REP Program staff. The course is designed to provide the essential ArcGIS skills and knowledge to effectively use the HAZUS-MH software, as well as present practical examples of how to use GIS for disaster mitigation and response.
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Colorado Virtual Operations Support Team (VOST) By Micki Trost, CSEPP Public Affairs IPT Co-Chair Recent disasters have illustrated how social media are used increasingly by both emergency management organizations to communicate public safety information and members of the public to update their status, location, or describe events they are witnessing. Emergency managers now use a VOST to provide situational awareness through social media and online information sites during emergencies. VOST is a team of trusted agents who lend support via the Internet to those onsite in an emergency. The volume of data generated during a disaster may be overwhelming to those onsite, if they have no support. Since 2011, VOST organizations have been established throughout the U.S. (including Colorado, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Washington) and around the world. VOSTs have been activated for wildfires, floods, and nonemergencies (e.g., large sporting events). The Colorado Department of Public Safety’s Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management (DHSEM) coordinates and managers the Colorado Virtual Operations Support Team (COVOST). DHSEM partners with the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office and the University of Colorado Boulder’s Project Epic to provide this free resource to local and State agencies. COVOST has been activated for disasters such as the 2013 Colorado Floods as well as nonemergencies, such as the annual All-Pro Cycle Tour, the 2015 Alpine World Ski Championship, Fergusonrelated protests, and 4/20 events.



The CSEPP Public Affairs (PA) IPT has been trained on the VOST. CSEPP public information officers in Colorado and Kentucky participated in COVOST activation as members for the Colorado 2015 Alpine World Ski Championships and 4/20 events. The training and participation in a nonemergency enabled the CSEPP PIOs to use the specific skills that would be performed during a real emergency. The activation also highlights the importance of maintaining situational awareness during nondisasters affecting our communities. The CSEPP PA IPT is currently discussing how the VOST concept can be used program wide. Micki Trost is the Strategic Communications Director for the Colorado Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management. She also serves as the co-chair of the CSEPP PA IPT.



REP Program Lessons Learned & Continuous Improvement in FEMA Region VII by Dennis Branson “Lessons Learned (LL),” “Best Practices,” and “Continuous Improvement (CI)” are all similar phrases that many in FEMA are familiar with, but few fully understand how they can help increase mission performance. FEMA continues to grow and improve in LL and CI. This article hopes to shed light on these efforts; as well as explain a recent Region VII LL/CI success story. Understanding LL/CI A brief Internet search for the term “lesson learned” will provide a variety of answers, but before understanding the LL, one must first understand what a lesson is. According to a 2011 U.S. Army Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL) Handbook entitled,



Establishing a Lessons Learned Program (#11-33), a lesson is defined as: “A knowledge or understanding gained by experience. The experience may be positive (a best practice), as in a successful test, mission, exercise, or workshop, or negative, as in a mishap or failure. Successes and failures are both considered sources of lessons.” According CALL #11-33, an LL is: “An implemented corrective action that leads to improved performance, or an observed change in behavior.” Therefore, the key to understanding the difference between a lesson and a lesson learned lies in that you can measure a change in behavior. The change in behavior needs to be positive and improve performance. LL/CI Programs LL/CI programs are multifaceted, from collecting information to sharing and resolving issues. These processes take time, effort, and resources (systems and people). Roadblocks to successful LL/ CI programs are typically due to a lack of "owner" of the identified lessons, as well as lack of system to resolve the issue and implement corrections. To help combat these roadblocks, in 2014, FEMA began to pilot a new system for collecting and storing lessons through the Joint Lesson Learned Information System (JLLIS). JLLIS complements LL/CI program Continued on p.5 4



THD May Calendar Date



Event



Location



FEMA POC



5/1



Ginna Exercise



Ontario, NY (Reg I)



Chris Cammarata



5/4–8



Davis-Besse Exercise



Oak Harbor, OH (Reg III)



Carl Bebrich



5/4–8



Callaway Exercise



Fulton, MO (Reg VII)



Norm Valentine



5/4–8



REP/CDP RERO/AREO



Anniston, AL



Michael Aguilar



5/4–8



B-339 RCCC CDP



Anniston, AL



Michael Aguilar



5/4–8



B-340 RPPR CDP



Anniston, AL



Michael Aguilar



5/6



Pueblo Community FSE 15



Pueblo, CO



David Ouimet



5/12–16 Vermont Yankee



Vernon, VT (Reg I)



Ryan Jones



5/19–23 Byron Exercise



Byron, IL (Reg V)



Steve Tulley



Pueblo, CO



David Ouimet



5/28



Medical & Community Services Workshop Dress Rehearsal



THD June Calendar Date



Event



Location



FEMA POC



6/1–5



Kentucky DHS National Planner's Course



Richmond, KY



Steve Hughes



6/8–9



CSEPP Recovery Workshop



Pueblo, CO



David Ouimet



6/8–12



Comanche Peak Exercise



Glen Rose, TX (Reg VI) Scott Flowerday



6/22–26



Waterford Exercise



Killina, LA (Reg VI)



Linda Gee



6/30



Recovery TTB Planning



Pueblo, CO



David Ouimet



Managing Editor: Kristin Roadman 312-408-4438 (Office) 312-613-6493 (Cell) Associate Editor: Frank McEvoy
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Tech Hazards Digest provides periodic information on subjects of immediate operational interest to FEMA senior leaders and the field. Tech Hazards Digest is intended for internal FEMA use only and does not substitute for published law, policy, or official guidance.



Continued from p. 4 implementation by leveraging web-based technology to provide transparency for Regional-level issues. Another primary JLLIS benefits are increased visibility of Regional observations/ trends to help inform future decisions and support analysis from a Regional perspective when implementing new FEMA programs. LL in Region VII—A Collaboration Success Story LL/CI programs are best served in a crossprogrammatic environment and should be used across all aspects of FEMA. To this end, the Region VII Technological Hazards Branch (THB) stepped out to begin a collaborative, LL/ CI initiative with the Regional Watch Center (RWC). The effort’s focus was to provide a forum for THB staffers to practice their roles and responsibilities during a (REP) Program exercise involving a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The concept centered on THB support to the RWC during two NPP exercises in August 2014. Throughout the exercise periods, a THB Site Specialist was assigned to the Region VII RWC as a Technical Specialist (TS) to the Situational Awareness Section (SAS) in an activation of the Region VII Regional Response Coordination Center (RRCC). During the exercises, the THB member worked alongside the RWS staff in the secure watch room to support the mission and better define the roles and responsibilities for this TS.
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